Girona
Triathlon Training Camp
7 nights (flexible)
Included Services:


Meet & Greet with English speaking guide



Private transfer from Barcelona airport to the accommodation (vice-versa)



7 nights in the Hotel Ibis Girona



Welcome package (T-Shirt and city map)



Full Board (every day breakfast, lunch and dinner) incl. water with the meals - flexible



5 swimming training sessions of 120 minutes on 2 lanes



Fresh water during the training sessions



Meeting room



Maps, touring-profiles and touring-information adapted to Garmin



Iberia Sports representative during your stay

Price per person in a single room (based on 15 persons):
Price per person in a double room (based on 15 persons):

€ from 755
€ from 590

Price per person in a single room (based on 20 persons):
Price per person in a double room (based on 20 persons):

€ from 725
€ from 560

Price per person in a single room (based on 25 persons):
Price per person in a double room (based on 25 persons):

€ from 705
€ from 545

Optional Services:


running training sessions at the track and field - on request



rent bikes (see prices on the next page) - on request



transfer to different locations to take different bike routes
- more than 16 persons - 450 € / less than 16 persons 350 €



mechanical support during the trips (sometimes not included) - on request



a minivan in order to support the athletes on their tours with drink food and other material
- 3 days -250 € / 5 days - 400 € / 7 days - 500 € - on request



Laundry service – on request



Tickets for an official FC Barcelona or RCD Espanyol match - on request

PLEASE NOTE that the offer is subject to availability

Transfer

The tour manager will meet and greet the group in the arrival hall, with a sign, on the day of arrival. A bus,
which has the capacity of 30 seats (or 55 seats), and enough luggage space, will take the team to the
accommodation. The vehicles are equipped and prepared to provide the best service, and therefore include
air-conditioning and reclining seats, to make the travel much more comfortable.

Hotel Ibis

The ***-star hotel lies in a peaceful area a bit outside of the city center of Girona. The hotel offers free WIFI
in all the rooms. Breakfast is served at the hotel every morning. The accommodation provides everything
that is needed to ensure the team will have a good night sleep and good circumstances for a successful
training camp.

Sport Facilities

The swimming facility can be found within 15 minutes biking distance from the hotel, making it very easy
to go back and forth to the hotel for lunch in between trainings. This recently opened pool (2014) offers
one 50 meter outdoor pool which is covered during winter with eight lanes (2,5 meter width). Besides of
that there is a 25 meter indoor pool (2 m width). The facility also facilitates a gym, a spinning room and a
streching room. A changing room for the team is also included.
Furthermore the restaurant at the swimming facility provides a very high quality lunch menu which is
always a great option to chose for the team.
The athletics track and field can be found at a different facility at approximately 25 min bikeride distance
from the hotel.

Cycling routes

Routes

KM

Elevation M

Level

Sant Hillari road

102

885 m

Medium

Girona - Rocacorba - Girona

72

1100 m

High

Girona - Olot - Girona

120

690 m

Medium

Girona - Costa Brava - Girona

100

485 m

High

Girona - Banyoles - Girona

82

230 m

Medium

These routes contain all levels of difficulty and are highly recommended by professional triathlon and
cycling athletes. This table serves as a general overview. If it is wished by the team, we can provide the
exact GPS details of the bike routes in a different format.

Bike rental

GIANT TCR 0 2015

Sizes

M-ML-L-XL

Frame

ALUXX –Grade Aluminium

Fork

Advanced – Grade Composite, Hybrid Overdrive handlebar

Shift

Shimano 105 11speed

Cassette

Shimano 105 11x28

Crankset

Shimano RS500 34/50

1 Day

3 Days

5 Days

7 Days

25,00€

60,00€

90,00€

100,00€

GIANT TCR ADVANCED 2 2015

Sizes

M-ML-L-XL

Frame

Advanced Grade Composite

Fork

Advanced – Grade Composite, alloy Overdrive Lenker

Shift

Shimano 105 11speed

Cassette

Shimano 105 11x28

Crankset

Shimano RS500 34/50

1 Day

3 Days

5 Days

7 Days

40,00€

85,00€

105,00€

135,00€

Mechanical service - Optional

Van Assistance - Optional

Laundry service - Optional

Material - Optional

Football tickets - Optional

Climbing park - Optional

Barcelona Trip - Optional

